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Abstract— Web applications are important, common distributed systems whose current security relies primarily on
server-side mechanisms. Web applications provide end users with client access to server functionality through a set of
Web pages. These pages often contain script code to be executed dynamically within the client Web browser. Most
Web applications aim to enforce simple, intuitive security policies, such as, for Web-based email, disallowing any
scripts in untrusted email messages. Even so, Web applications are currently subject to a plethora of successful
attacks, such as cross-site scripting, cookie theft, session riding, browser hijacking, and the recent self-propagating
worms in Web-based email and social networking sites . This paper looks at five common Web application
vulnerabilities, their examples and countermeasures to eliminate common security exploits and to secure the
emerging class of rich, cross-domain Web applications.
Keywords— Web Vulnerabilities, Web Security Flaws.
I. INTRODUCTION
The increased usage of the Internet and network technology has changed the focus in assessing computer
environments. The traditional approach considered the location of hardware and equipment first and then the data stored
on the hardware. Also, these assessments were primarily at specific points in time and primarily compliance-based
reviews. With network-based technology (a.k.a. net centric technology), the primary concern is on the network and the
contents of information or objects. Also, an assessment of network technology is focused on the implementation and
management of real-time controls to meet the business needs and to provide continuous monitoring [2]. Security is not a
one-time event. It is insufficient to secure your code just once. A secure coding initiative must deal with all stages of a
program’s lifecycle. Secure web applications are only possible when a secure SDLC is used. Secure programs are secure
by design, during development, and by default.
II. REVIEW FROM LITERATURE
No language can prevent insecure code, although there are language features which could aid or hinder a securityconscious developer [1]. Insecure software is already undermining our financial, healthcare, defence, energy, and other
critical infrastructure. As our digital infrastructure gets increasingly complex and interconnected the difficulty of
achieving application security increases exponentially. We can no longer afford to tolerate relatively simple security
problems like those presented below. The vulnerabilities [12] explained in this paper are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Remote code execution
SQL injection
Format string vulnerabilities
Cross Site Scripting (XSS)
Username enumeration
III. VULNERABILITIES

2.1 Remote code execution
As the name suggests, this vulnerability allows an attacker to run arbitrary, system level code on the vulnerable server
and retrieve any desired information contained therein. Improper coding errors lead to this vulnerability [6,7]. At times, it
is difficult to discover this vulnerability during penetration testing assignments but such problems are often revealed
while doing a source code review. However, when testing Web applications is is important to remember that exploitation
of this vulnerability can lead to total system compromise with the same rights as the Web server itself [13].
Rating: Highly Critical
Here we will look at such type of critical vulnerability:


Exploiting register_globals in PHP: Register_globals is a PHP setting that controls the availability of
"superglobal" variables in a PHP script (such as data posted from a user's form, URL-encoded data, or data from
cookies). In earlier releases of PHP, register_globals was set to "on" by default, which made a developer's life
easier - but this lead to less secure coding and was widely exploited. When register_globals is set to "on" in
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php.ini, it can allow a user to initialize several previously uninitialized variables remotely. Many a times an
uninitialized parameter is used to include unwanted files from an attacker, and this could lead to the execution of
arbitrary files from local/remote locations. For example:
require ($page . ".php");
Here if the $page parameter is not initialized and if register_globals is set to "on," the server will be vulnerable
to remote code execution by including any arbitrary file in the $page parameter. Now let's look at the exploit
code:
http://www.vulnsite.com/index.php?page=http://www.attacker.com/attack.txt
In this way, the file "http://www.attacker.com/attack.txt" will be included and executed on the server. It is a very
simple but effective attack.
Countermeasures:
1. More recent PHP versions have register_globals set to off by default; however some users will change the
default setting for applications that require it. This register can be set to "on" or "off" either in a php.ini file or in
a .htaccess file. The variable should be properly initialized if this register is set to "on." Administrators who are
unsure should question application developers who insist on using register_globals.
2. It is an absolute must to sanitize all user input before processing it. As far as possible, avoid using shell
commands. However, if they are required, ensure that only filtered data is used to construct the string to be
executed and make sure to escape the output.
2.2 SQL Injection
SQL injection is a very old approach but it's still popular among attackers. This technique allows an attacker to retrieve
crucial information from a Web server's database [18]. Depending on the application's security measures, the impact of
this attack can vary from basic information disclosure to remote code execution and total system compromise [3,5].
Rating: Moderate to Highly Critical
Here is an example of vulnerable code in which the user-supplied input is directly used in a SQL query:


<form action="sql.php" method="POST" /> <p>Name: <input type="text" name="name" /><br /> <input
type="submit" value="Add Comment" /></p> </form> <?php $query = "SELECT * FROM users WHERE
username = '{$_POST['username']}"; $result = mysql_query($query); ?>
The script will work normally when the username doesn't contain any malicious characters. In other words, when
submitting a non-malicious username (steve) the query becomes:
$query = "SELECT * FROM users WHERE username = 'steve'";
However, a malicious SQL injection query will result in the following attempt:
$query = "SELECT * FROM users WHERE username = '' or '1=1'";
As the "or" condition is always true, the mysql_query function returns records from the database. A similar example,
using AND and a SQL command to generate a specific error message, is shown in the URL below in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Error message displaying the MS SQL server version.
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It is obvious that these error messages help an attacker to get a hold of the information which they are looking for (such
as the database name, table name, usernames, password hashes etc). Thus displaying customized error messages may be
a good workaround for this problem, however, there is another attack technique known as Blind SQL Injection where the
attacker is still able to perform a SQL injection even when the application does not reveal any database server error
message containing useful information for the attacker.
Countermeasures:
1.
2.
3.

Avoid connecting to the database as a superuser or as the database owner. Always use customized database
users with the bare minimum required privileges required to perform the assigned task.
If the PHP magic_quotes_gpc function is on, then all the POST, GET, COOKIE data is escaped automatically.
PHP has two functions for MySQL that sanitize user input: addslashes (an older approach) and
mysql_real_escape_string (the recommended method). This function comes from PHP >= 4.3.0, so you should
check first if this function exists and that you're running the latest version of PHP 4 or 5.
MySQL_real_escape_string prepends backslashes to the following characters: \x00, \n, \r, \, ', "and \x1a.

2.3 Format String Vulnerabilities
This vulnerability results from the use of unfiltered user input as the format string parameter in certain Perl or C
functions that perform formatting, such as C's printf().A malicious user may use the %s and %x format tokens, among
others, to print data from the stack or possibly other locations in memory [4,8]. One may also write arbitrary data to
arbitrary locations using the %n format token, which commands printf() and similar functions to write back the number
of bytes formatted. This is assuming that the corresponding argument exists and is of type int *.Format string
vulnerability attacks fall into three general categories: denial of service, reading and writing [14,15].
Rating: Moderate to Highly Critical
Here is the piece of code in miniserv.pl which was the cause of vulnerability in Webmin:


if ($use_syslog && !$validated) {
$expired ? "Expired" : "Invalid").

syslog("crit",
($nonexist ? "Non-existent" :
" login as $authuser from $acpthost");
}

In this example, the user supplied data is within the format specification of the syslog call.
The vectors for a simple DoS (Denial of Service) of the Web server are to use the %n and %0(large number)d inside of
the username parameter, with the former causing a write protection fault within Perl – and leading to script abortion. The
latter causes a large amount of memory to be allocated inside of the perl process.
Countermeasure:
Edit the source code so that the input is properly verified.

2.4 Cross Site Scripting(XSS)
The success of this attack requires the victim to execute a malicious URL which may be crafted in such a manner to
appear to be legitimate at first look. When visiting such a crafted URL, an attacker can effectively execute something
malicious in the victim's browser [9,16]. Some malicious Javascript, for example, will be run in the context of the web
site which possesses the XSS bug [19].
Rating: Less to Moderately Critical
Here is a sample piece of code which is vulnerable to XSS attack:


<form action="search.php" method="GET" /> Welcome!! <p>Enter your name: <input type="text"
name="name_1" /><br /> <input type="submit" value="Go" /></p><br> </form> <?php echo "<p>Your
Name <br />"; echo ($_GET[name_1]); ?>
In this example, the value passed to the variable 'name_1' is not sanitized before echoing it back to the user. This can be
exploited to execute any arbitrary script.
Here is some example exploit code:
http://victim_site/clean.php?name_1=<script>code</script> or
http://victim_site/clean.php?name_1=<script>alert(document.cookie);</script>
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Countermeasures:
The above code can be edited in the following manner to avoid XSS attacks:


<?php $html= htmlentities($_GET['name_1'],ENT_QUOTES, 'UTF-8'); echo "<p>Your Name<br />"; echo
($html); ?>

2.5 Username enumeration
Username enumeration is a type of attack where the backend validation script tells the attacker if the supplied username
is correct or not[10,11,17]. Exploiting this vulnerability helps the attacker to experiment with different usernames and
determine valid ones with the help of these different error messages.
Rating: Less Critical
Here is an example of login screen:

Figure 2. Sample login screen.

Below the response given when a valid username is guessed correctly:

Figure 3. Valid username with incorrect password.

Username enumeration can help an attacker who attempts to use some trivial usernames with easily guessable passwords,
such as test/test, admin/admin, guest/guest, and so on. These accounts are often created by developers for testing
purposes, and many times the accounts are never disabled or the developer forgets to change the password.
During pen testing assignments, the authors of this article have found such accounts are not only common and have
easily guessable passwords, but at times they also contain sensitive information like valid credit card numbers, passport
numbers, and so on. Needless to say, these could be crucial details for social engineering attacks.
Countermeasures:
Display consistent error messages to prevent disclosure of valid usernames. Make sure if trivial accounts have been
created for testing purposes that their passwords are either not trivial or these accounts are absolutely removed after
testing is over - and before the application is put online.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
Web applications reach out to a larger, less-trusted user base than legacy client-server applications, and yet they are
more vulnerable to attacks. Many companies are starting to take initiatives to prevent these types of break-ins. Code
reviews, extensive penetration testing, and intrusion detection systems are just a few ways that companies are battling a
growing problem.Unfortunately, most of the solutions available today are using negative security logic (working with a
list of attacks and trying to prevent against them). Negative security logic solutions can prevent known, generalized
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attacks, but are ineffective against the kind of targeted, malicious hacker activity outlined in this paper. In this paper,we
have demonstrated five common web application vulnerabilities, their countermeasures and their criticality. If there is a
consistent message among each of these attacks, the key to mitigate these vulnerabilities is to sanitize user's input before
processing it.
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